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PREFACE

We have enormous fulfillment in presenting the first edition of “Web Technology” duly written as
per Restructured CBCS Syllabus for B.Com. 3rd Year, 5th Semester for various Universities in Telangana
State.

The related matter had been written in a simple and lucid style, easily understandable language
even for the below-average students with sufficient support from real business information.

This book covers Unit 1: HTML (Language) – hyperlinks, lists, frames, formulation of elements,
commenting code, anchors, backgrounds, etc. Unit 2: Overview of Dynamic Webpage Technologies –
dynamic HTML programming, cascading style sheets, basics syntax structure, events handling, changing
text and attributes, dynamically changing style, text graphics, creating multimedia effects, filters, etc.
Unit 3: JavaScript – server-side JavaScript, core features, data types and variables, operators, expressions
and statements, functions,  objects, array, data and math related objects, etc. Unit 4: Events and Event
Handlers – OnAbort, OnClick, Ondblclick, OnDragdrop, OnError, OnFocus, OnkeyPress, OnkeyUp,
OnmouseDown, OnmouseMove, etc. Unit 5: Extensible Markup Language (XML) – creating XML document,
XML styles sheet, hyperlinks, XML Document Object Model, XML Query Language. Also, we had
given MCQs and Web Technology Practice Programs at the end of the book.

We consider this book is useful for understanding purposes through students and professionals.
This book lays down the framework defining introduction to finite automata, regular expressions, context-
free grammars, deterministic pushdown automata and turning machine.

We sincerely express our gratitude to M/s. Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., Shri Niraj Pandey
(Managing Director), Vijay Pandey (Regional Manager) and Mr. G. Anil Kumar (Assistant Sales Manager)
who had motivated us to take this prestigious project, giving his valuable suggestions, feedback and also
to see that the book gets released in time.

And our wholehearted gratitude to Smt. R. Usha Rani, Chairperson, Sri Sai Sudhir Group of Institutions;
my Principal Dr. Meera Naidu, Sai Sudhir PG College; D.S. Vittal, Principal, Degree College, Mr.
Srihari Krishna Rao (HOD, Commerce); all our beloved colleagues, and to our family members.

And also we would like to thank Shri K. Raghuveer, Principal, Indian Institute of Management and
Commerce, and Mr. Tulasi Ram Kandula (HOD, Computer Science), St. Mary’s Centenary Degree College,
Secunderabad.

Though every care had been taken while preparing this manuscript, some mistakes may have crept
in. We wholeheartedly accept the criticisms and mistakes founded by our well-wishers, teaching faculty,
and by our beloved students and readers. If they provide us their valuable suggestion and any additional
matter required for subject concern, we assure you that the same thing will be carried out in our consequent
revised editions.

For any query, you can contact on mail: pradeepkumar-333@yahoo.co.in or   prasanth.iimc@gmail.com.

Hyderabad
August 2018 AUTHORS
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INTRODUCTION
UNIT  I

1.1 Introduction

The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that use the standard
Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) to serve billions of users worldwide. It is a network of networks
that consists of millions of private, public, academic, business, and government networks, of
local to global scope, that are linked by a broad array of electronic, wireless and optical networking
technologies. The Internet carries an extensive range of information resources and services,
such as the interlinked hypertext documents of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the infrastructure
to support e-mail.

Most traditional communications media including telephone, music, film, and television
are reshaped or redefined by the Internet, giving birth to new services such as Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP) and Internet Protocol Television (IPTV). Newspapers, books and
other print publishing are adapting to website technology, or are reshaped into blogging and
web feeds. The Internet has enabled or accelerated new forms of human interactions through
instant messaging, Internet forums, and social networking. Online shopping has boomed both
for major retail outlets and small artisans and traders. Business-to-business and financial services
on the Internet affect supply chains across entire industries.
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1.2 History of Internet

The origin of the Internet reach back to research of the 1960s, commissioned by the
United States government in collaboration with private commercial interests to build robust,
fault-tolerant and distributed computer networks. The funding of a new U.S. backbone by the
National Science Foundation in the 1980s, as well as private funding for other commercial
backbones, led to worldwide participation in the development of new networking technologies,
and the merger of many networks. The commercialization of what was by the 1990s an international
network resulted in its popularization and incorporation into virtually every aspect of modern
human life. As of 2018, more than 4.0 billion people — more than half of the Earth’s population
— use the services of the Internet.

1960s Telecommunications:

ARPANET, 1969: In 1969, a network called Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
(ARPANET) for the United States Department of Defense was created. The military created
ARPA to enable researchers to share super-computing power. Initially, only four nodes comprised
the ARPANET. The ARPANET later became known as Internet.

1970s Telecommunications: In this decade, the ARPANET was used primarily by the
military, some of the larger companies such as IBM and universities (for e-mail). The general
population was not yet connected to the system. The use of LANs became more prevalent
during the 1970s.

UUCP, 1976: AT&T Bell Labs developed UNIX to UNIX CoPy. In 1977, UUCP was
distributed with UNIX.

USENET, 1979: User Network was started by using UUCP to connect Duke University
and the University of North Carolina.

1980s Telecommunications: In this decade, Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP), a set of rules governing how network making up the ARPANET communicate was
established. For the first time, the term Internet was being used to describe the ARPANET.

CSNET, 1980: The Computer Science Network connected all university computer science
departments in the United States. Computer Science departments were relatively new and only
a limited number existed in 1980. CSNET joined ARPANET in 1981.

BITNET, 1981: The Because  It’s  Time  Network {BITNET) formed at  the City
University of New Yorkand connected to Yale University. Many mailing lists originated with
BITNET.

TCP/IP, 1983: The United States Defense Communications Agency required that TCP/
IP be used for all ARPANET hosts. Since TCP/IP was distributed at no charge, the Internet
became what is called an open system.
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Internet Work, 1988: The virus called Internet Worm (created by Robert Morris while he
was a computer science graduate student at Cornell University) was released. It infected 10%
of all Internet hosts.

1990s Telecommunications: During 1990s, lots of commercial organizations started getting
online. Graphical browsing tools were developed and the programming language HTML allowed
users all over the world to publish on WWW.

Gopher, 1991: Gopher allowed the users to fetch files on the Internet using a menu based
system. Gopher is still available and accessible through Web Browsers.

World Wide Web, 1991: The World Wide Web was created by Tim Berners-Lee as
a simple way to publish information and make it available on the Internet. It became available
to the public in 1992.

Mosaic, 1993: Mosaic, a graphical browser for the Web, was first released under Windows
and graphical UNIX.

Netscape Communications, 1994: Netscape released a browser called Netscape Navigator,
a web browser that captured the imagination of everyone who used it.

Yahoo!, 1994: Stanford University students’ David Filo and Jerry Yang developed their
Internet search engine and directory called Yahoo! which is now world famous.

Java, 1995: The internet programming language, Java, was released by Sun Microsystems.
This language was originally called Oak which allowed programmers to develop webpages
that were more interactive.

Microsoft discovered the Internet, 1995: The software giant Microsoft developed its browser,
Internet Explorer.

Google Indexed over 1.3 Billion Webpages, 2001: The search engine Google has a huge
index of more than 1.3 billion webpages.

Wireless Devices, 2001-till date: Many people now browse the Web and send e-mail
over the Internet using wireless computer technology.

1.3 Art of Creating a website

The World Wide Web is a grand global collection of websites, and the internet interconnects
all the sites. There are more than one billion registered websites.

The essential step-by-step guide to make a website:

 Get the domain name for the website: The first thing to worry about is how to name
the site. Choose the perfect name coinciding with the type of content of the website.
Also, remember, the domain name must be easier to type and follow. This enhances
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the possibilities of site ranking higher in the search engines. Nowadays, almost all
the familiar names have been bought and it may be a struggle to find the best one.
Fortunately, though there are loads of extensions available now, some include *.net,
*.info, *.org and many more.

 Get a webhost: The next thing is to get a web-space on the “internet” (servers) so
that site can be published and accessible. There are lots of Webhosts who provide
optimum web-space and bandwidth for a decent sum of money. It is suggested to
choose the primitive one in the beginning and later on switch to a different account
with higher amount of space and bandwidth (once the site’s traffic increases). All it
needs to do is visit their websites and sign up for the account. The rental is usually
monthly but some sites offer it in a per annum basis. There are other types of webhosts
who offer web-space for free. Quite apparently, it has a bottom-line where ads are
placed on these sites.

 Designing the website: Now, almost half of the procedure is finished, but the biggest
challenge comes next – How to design a website? There are a few things one should
know prior to designing a website. The first one is HTML coding (Hyper Text Markup
Language) and CSS (Cascading Style Sheet). Both are very easy to learn. If HTML
and CSS are not giving a best design, test the website over Adobe Dreamweaver. This
is an easier tool to work which provides amazing tools to enhance the website. Adobe
has loads of tutorials on Dreamweaver in their official site.

1.4 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML)

HTML is the markup language used to create website and web applications. Once website
is created, it can be viewed by anyone if internet connection is there. It is easy to learn. HTML
documents define the structure and the layout of a web page, i.e., how the webpage looks. The
HTML document can be created by using the HTML elements and their attributes according to
the requirement.

 HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language.

 Hypertext is a text that works as a link.

 Markup Language is a language to write code while designing the documents.

 HTML file is a text file which contains all HTML elements.

 The file must be saved with htm or html as file extension.

 HTML file is created by plain text editor (Notepad).

 It is used to describes the structure of webpages, i.e., how it has displayed the webpage.
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 The elements in the HTML are the building blocks of webpages.

 The elements are represented by using tags (< >).

 Browsers are used to display the content of the webpage but not the html tags.

History of HTML

Tim Berners-Lee, an English scientist, was the first person to develop HTML in 1990
and he was the first person to lay down the foundation for World Wide Web which we are
using today. He was the first person to create web server and he also used some terms to send
the data on internet. HTTP (Hypertext Transport Protocol) indicates how the hypertext is sent
on the internet and URL (Uniform Resource Locator) to show the address of World Wide
Web.

Tim Berners-Lee has chosen SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) to create
HTML documents. SGML specifies the rules and grammar of markup language. To create
HTML document is very easy for anyone who has a little bit knowledge.

HTML Versions

 The first version of HTML did not have a version number; it was just called “HTML0”
which was used for webpages in 1989-91.

 In 1992, Dan Connolly developed HTML 1.0 taken from the original version (HTML0)
which included <HEAD>, <BODY> and <TITLE> tags.

 In 1995, they introduced HTML 2.0 which include <Form>, <TABLE>, <IMAGES>,
etc.

 HTML 3.2 was developed according to the standard of World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) which was founded and published in the year 1997.

 W3C released HTML 4.0 which was accepted by many browsers and they made minor
changes in 1998.

 In December 1999, they released 4.01. XHTML specification was introduced in 2000.
It was the joint standard with HTML 4.01.

 HTML5 – W3C has published this version in October 2014 and later released HTML
5.1 in November 2016.
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HTML Tags

 HTML tags are used to mark up HTML elements.

 HTML tags are surrounded by the two characters (< , >). The surrounding characters
are called angle brackets.

 HTML tags normally come in pairs like <b> and </b>.

 The first tag in a pair is the opening tag and the second tag is the end tag. The text
between the opening and end tags is the content to be displayed.

 HTML tags are not case-sensitive, i.e., <b> means the same as <B> because it was
recommended by W3C to use lowercase, which can be followed by other generations
easily and the next generations demands to use lowercase tags.

Structure of HTML Document

<html>

<head>

<title> Head Tag </title>

<! — Head Part —>

</head>

<body>

<! — Body Part —>

</body>

</html>

The structure of HTML document is mainly divided into two sections:

 Head section

 Body section

Head Section

Head section plays an important role where it includes many tags to perform the task but
the important tag which is used in the head section is title tag, which contains the title of the
web page which is displayed on the title bar of the browser. The tags which are included in the
head section are:

 HTML <!doctype> is used to define the type of document.

 HTML <link> is used in CSS to link external CSS file.
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 HTML <meta> optimizes webpage using proper meta data information.

 HTML <title> defines a document title.

 HTML <style> is used to write internal CSS code.

 HTML <script> is used to script code to make the webpage as dynamic webpages.

Body Section

Body section is powerful and important section to display content of the document. The
content which is written in the body section by using HTML elements will be displayed on the
webpage once it is executed. It is compulsory to use opening tag and closing tag while designing
the HTML document. It supports all the tags which are used in the html document.

Example: Sample program
<html>

<head>

<title>My First Program</title>

</head>

<body>

Web Technology

</body>

</html>

Steps to create and execute HTML Program:
1. Go to Start -> Programs -> Accessories -> Notepad.

2. Begin with a document type tag and an <HTML> opening tag. Enter the following
line in the document: <HTML>.

3. Begin the head element of a document by issuing the <HEAD> opening tag. If a
<HEAD> element is included, it must appear within an <HTML> element. The following
line should appear next in the document: <HEAD>.

4. The <TITLE> element is used to indicate the title of an HTML document. <TITLE>
tags are placed within the head component of a document and the title is placed between
the opening and the closing <TITLE> tags. Add the following <TITLE> element to
the document.

5. <TITLE>My First Program</TITLE>
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6. To end the head area, enter <HEAD> closing tag </HEAD>. Thus, the <HEAD>
element is nested within the <HTML> element.

7. At this point, the body of the document is developed. A <BODY> opening tag indicates
that this point has been reached. Enter the following line: <BODY>.

8. The body of the document contains a simple text statement: Web Technology.

9. A </BODY> closing tag marks the end of the <BODY> element. Similar to the Head
element, the <BODY> element is also completely nested within the <HTML> element.
To end the <BODY> element, issue the closing corresponding tag in the document:
</BODY>.

10. Finally, terminate the <HTML> tag with </HTML>.

11. Save the document as prog1.html.

12. Run the file in a browser.

Tag Attributes

HTML Document is made of html elements which have attributes. Attributes gives the
additional information about the HTML elements on web page. The <body> tag can have the
attributes as bgcolor which changes the background color.

Example: <body bgcolor=”red”>.
Attributes has two parts, i.e., name and value which will come in pairs like name=“value”.
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Attributes should be used in the opening tag of HTML element. Attribute values should
always be enclosed in quotes.

Basic HTML Tags

The most important tags in HTML are headings, paragraphs, line breaks and tags.

Headings
Headings are defined with <h1> to <h6> tags. <h1> indicates the largest size for heading

whereas <h6> indicates the smallest size for heading.

Example:
<html>

<head>

<title>Sample program on Heading</title>

</head>

<body>

<h1>This is a heading</h1>

<h2>This is a heading</h2>

<h3>This is a heading</h3>

<h4>This is a heading</h4>

<h5>This is a heading</h5>

<h6>This is a heading</h6>

</body>

</html>

Paragraphs
Paragraphs can be used as <p> for opening tag and </p> for closing tag. It adds automatically

extra blank line before and after a paragraph when it is executed.

Example:
<html>

<head>

<title> Sample program on Paragraph</title>

</head>

<body>

<p>This is a paragraph</p>
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</body>

</html>

Line Breaks
To get the line break in the document, we have to use <br>. The <br> tag is an empty tag.

It has no closing tag.

Comments in HTML
The comment tag is used to hide the data. This is ignored by the browser when it is

loaded. You can use comments to explain your code. Comments can be shown as follows:

<! - -This is comment - - >

HTML Tags
The tags which are used to design the HTML document can be divided into two types:

 Paired tags or Padded tags

 Unpaired tags or Unpadded tags

Paired Tags
 Paired tags come in pair having opening and closing tags. The HTML document is designed

by using these tags, by placing the text between them.

Example: <b>Welcome</b>

Unpaired Tags
 Unpaired tags are stand-alone tags having only opening tag. They do not have closing

tags. These tags are used in HTML document according to the requirement.

Example: <br> , <hr>, etc.

1.5 Hypertext

Hypertext is a text which is not constrained to be linear. Hypertext is text which contains
links to other texts. The term was coined by Ted Nelson around 1965. Hypermedia is a term
used for hypertext which is not constrained to be text. It can include graphics, video and
sound.

Hypertext documents can either be static (prepared and stored in advance) or dynamic
(continually changing in response to user input, such as dynamic webpages). Static hypertext
can be used to cross-reference collections of data in documents, software applications, or
books on CDs. A well-constructed system can also incorporate other user-interface conventions,
such as menus and command lines. Links used in a hypertext document usually replace the
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current piece of hypertext with the destination document. A lesser known feature is Stretch
Text, which expands or contracts the content in place, thereby giving more control to the
reader in determining the level of detail of the displayed document. Hypertext can be used to
support very complex and dynamic systems of linking and cross-referencing. The most famous
implementation of hypertext is the World Wide Web, written in the final months of 1990 and
released on the Internet in 1991.

1.6 Formatting Text

Formatting tags are used for formatting the text style. It will become necessary to make
minor changes for the elements in the HTML document. A tag which is used to an individual
character is referred to as a character tag.

 There are two types of character tags: 

 Physical tags

 Logical tags

Physical Tags
In Physical tags, the formatting is done by the user, how the text has to be displayed on

the browser. It controls the physical characteristics and gives the visual effects for the text.

Syntax: <Tag Name>Characters to be formatted</Tag Name>

List of Physical Tags

Tag Name Description Example

<i> Italic <i>Displays in italic style</i>
<b> Bold <b>Displays in bold style</b>
<u> Underline <u>Underlines the text</u>
<strike> or <s> Strikethrough <strike>Displays strikethrough text</strike>
<sup> Superset <sup>Displays in superset format</sup>
<sub> Subscript <sub>Displays in subscript format</sub>
<tt> Teletype <tt>Displays in teletype</tt>
<big> Larger Size <big>Displays in larger size</big>
<small> Smaller <small>Displays in smaller size</small>

Example: Sample program on Physical Tags
<html>

<head>

<title> Sample program on Physical tags </title>

</head>
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<body>

<b>Welcome to Physical Tags</b>

<i>Welcome to Physical Tags</i>

<u>Welcome to Physical Tags</u>

<strike>Welcome to Physical Tags<strike>

 X<sup>2</sup>+3x+4

 H<sub>2</sub>SO<sub>4</sub>

<big>Welcome to Physical Tags</big>

<small>Welcome to Physical Tags</small>

</body>

</html>

Logical Tags

In Logical tags, the formatting is left to the browser how they have to display the text on
the browser which is designed by the user. Logical tags represent the structure and meaning of
a document.

Syntax: <Tag Name>Characters to be formatted</Tag Name>

List of Logical Tags

Tag Name Description Example

<strong> Strongly emphasis <strong> Displays in strong</strong>
<em> Emphasizes text <em>Displays in emphasize form</em>
<abbr> Abbreviation <u>Displays in abbreviation</u>
<cite> Citation <cite>Displays in citation form</cite>
<code> Code <code>Displays the code</code>
<dfn> Definition <dfn>Displays the definition</dfn>
<kbd> Keyboard <kbd>Displays keyboard text</kbd>
<samp> Sample <sample>Displays sample code</samp>
<var> Variable <var>Display variables</var>
<address> Address <address>Displays the address</address>
Acronym Acronyms <acronym>Display the acronym</acronym>

Example: Sample program on Logical Tags
<html>

<head>
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<title> Sample program on Logical tags </title>

</head>

<body>

<strong>Welcome to Logical Tags</strong>

<em>Welcome to Logical Tags</em>

<cite>Welcome to Logical Tags</cite>

<abbr title=”Bachelor Degree”>Bcom</strong>

<strong>Welcome to Logical Tags</strong>

<var>Welcome to Logical Tags</var>

<samp>Welcome to Logical Tags</samp>

<acronym title=”World Wide Web consortium”>W3C/strong>

</body>

</html>

Some Important Tags

<Font>: We can use <font> tag to change color of the text by giving color name. By
using face, we can change style of the text like Arial or Times New Roman, etc. We can
change size of the text also. We should include this tag in the <body> tag.

Example: <font size=7 color=“green” face=“Arial”>Welcome to font tag</font>
<Blink>: This tag is little bit notorious because the text which is enclosed between this

tag will blink on and off and it is very difficult to read the text which is enclosed inside the tag.
This tag should be used in the body section.

Example: <blink>Blink tag Welcomes all of u</blink>

<Div> and <Span>: This tag is very useful when we are working with style sheet to
design the web pages. <Div> (which stands for division) is used for a block of code whereas
<span> tag is used for a line of text.

Example: <div align=“center” style=“color:red”> welcome to <div> tag which is used
to design a block of code according to the requirement of the user </div>.

Example: <span align=“center” style=“color=“green”>Welcome to <span> tag
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Pre-formatting text <pre>: This tag is used to display the text exactly how the user is
designing without changing anything because it is already formatted by the user.

Example: <pre> Name: ashok
Class: BcomIIIyr

Address: Sec-bad

</pre>

<Marquee>: This tag is used to scroll the text on the screen which is used in the Internet
Explorer. Some of the attribute which are commonly used are:

Align ?  It takes the value left, right and center.

Behavior ?  By default, it is scroll. It can take other values such as slide and alternate.

Height ?  Height of the Marquee.

Width ?  Width of the Marquee.

Bgcolor ?  Background color of the Marquee text.

Direction ?  Left, Right, Down and Up

Example: <marquee align=“left” behavior=“scroll” height=“50” width=“250”bgcolor=“cyan”
direction=“right”> Welcome to Marquee tag </marquee>

1.7 FORMS

Forms plays a very important role in developing the web application by using form tools
or form elements, because they act as an interface to send the data across the web. By using
form elements (tools), the user can interact with the webpage. It is also used to collect information
from the user. Forms are also required to collect the data from the site visitor.

Example: When the user fills the registration form, it collects information such as name,
e-mail address, credit card, etc. The information which is taken from the site visitor will be
post to a back-end application such as CGI, ASP Script or PHP Script, etc. The back-end
application will process the data based on the business logic written in the application.

The different form elements are text fields, textarea fields, drop-down menus, radio
buttons, checkboxes, etc.

Syntax:

 <form action =“URL” method=“get | post”>

………..
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…………

</form>

The attributes which are used in the form tag are:

Name Description

Action URL address should be given to submit the form
Method Method name should be given (default get())
Target Address of target action attribute
Enctype Encoding the submitted data
Name Name given to the form

HTML Form Controls

There are different types of form elements (controls):

 Text Input Controls

 Checkbox Controls

 Radio Button Controls

 Select Box Controls

 Hidden Controls

 Clickable Buttons

 · Submit and Reset Button

Text Input Controls

There are three types of text input controls which are used in forms.

·  Single-line text input controls

 Password input controls

 Multi-line text input controls

1. Single-line Text Input Controls

This control is used to take one line of text from the user as input, such as search boxes or
names. This control is created by using HTML <input> tag.

Example: Sample program on Text control

<html>

<head>
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<title>Text Input Control</title>

</head>

<body>

<form>

First name: <input type=”text” name=”first_name”/><br>

Last name:<input type=”text” name=”last_name” />

</form>

</body>

</html>

Attributes of Input Tag

Attribute Description

Type It indicates the type of the control.
Name It is used to give a name of the control.
Value It is used to give the default value.
Size It is used to give the width of the control.
Maxlength It is used to give the maximum number of characters.

2. Password Input Controls

 This control is also used to take a single-line of text as input from the user but it masks
the character as soon as the user enters it. This control is created by using HTML <input> tag,
but the type attribute is set to password.

Example: Sample program for password control
<html>

<head>

<title>Password Input Control</title>

</head>

<body>

<form>

 User ID : <input type=”text” name=”user_id” /><br>

Password: <input type=”password” name=”password” /></form>

</body>

</html>
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3. Multiple-line Text Input Controls

This control is used to take more than one line of text from the user as input. This control
is created by using HTML <textarea> tag.

Example: Sample program on multi-line text by using <textarea> control

<html>

<head>

<title>Multiple-Line Input Control</title>

</head>

<body>

<form>

Description :<br />

<textarea rows=”5" cols=”50" name=”description”> Enter description
here... </textarea>

</form>

</body>

</html>

Attributes for <textarea> tag

Attribute Description
Name It is used to give a name of the control.
Rows It indicates the number of rows.
Cols It indicates the number of columns.

Checkbox Control

This control is used to select more than one option. They are created by using HTML
<input> tag, but type attribute is set to checkbox.

Example: Sample program for checkbox control
<html>

<head>

<title>Checkbox Control</title>

</head>

<body>
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<form>

<input type=”checkbox” name=”Web” value=”on”> Web

<input type=”checkbox” name=”C++” value=”on”> C++

</form>

</body>

</html>

Attributes for Checkbox

Attribute Description

Type Type of the control for checkbox we have to use checkbox
Name Name of the control
Value Which takes the value when checkbox is selected
Checked By default, it is checked

Radio Button Control

Radio buttons are used when we have more than one option and one option can be selected
from them. They are created by using <input> tag but type attribute value is value radio.

Example: Sample program for Radio Button control
<html>

<head><title>Radio Button Control</title>

</head>

<body>

<form>

<input type=”radio” name=”subject” value=”C language”>C
language

<input type=”radio” name=”subject” value=”C++”>C++

</form>

</body>

</html>
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Attributes of Radio Button

Attribute Description

Type It tells the type of the control, we have set to Radio
Name Name of the control
Value Which takes the value when Radio button is selected
Checked To be checked by default

Select Box Control

 A select box is also called dropdown box which contains list of items in it along with
option list. It provides various options in the form of dropdown list where the user can select
one or more options.

Example: Sample program on Dropdown List
<html>

<head>

<title>Select Box Control</title>

</head>

<body>

<form>

<select name=”dropdown”>

<option value=”Economics” selected>Economics</option>

<option value=”BOM”>BOM</option>

</select>

</form>

</body>

</html>

Attribute <select> tag

Attribute Description

Name Name of the control
Size It is used to present scrolling list
Multiple User can select multiple items
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Attribute <option> tag

Attribute Description

Value The value of the option
Selected Initial value which has to be selected
Label Alternative to option

Button Controls

Different types of button can be created by using button controls. This button can be
created by using <input> tag and the attribute type is set to button.

Example: Sample program on Button control
<html>

<head>

<title>File Upload Box</title>

</head>

<body>

<form>

<input type=”submit” name=”submit” value=”Submit” />

<input type=”reset” name=”reset” value=”Reset” />

<input type=”button” name=”Click” value=”Click” />

</form>

</body>

</html>

Attributes

Attribute Description
Submit It is used to submit the form.
Reset It is used to reset the values.
Button It is used when the user clicks.

1.8 Commenting Code

This element is used to add a comment to an HTML document. An HTML comment
begins with <!–– and the comment closes with ––>. HTML comments are visible to anyone
that views the page source code, but are not rendered when the HTML document is rendered
by a browser.
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Example: <!— You will not be able to see this text. —>
You can even comment out things in <!— the middle of —> a sentence.

1.9 Anchor Tag

The HTML anchor tag defines a hyperlink that links one page to another page. The
“href” attribute is the most important attribute of the tag. The href attribute is used to define
the address of the file to be linked. In other words, it points out the destination page.

The syntax of HTML anchor tag is given below.

<a href = “...........”> Link Text </a>

Example: Sample program
<html>

<body>

<a href=”second.html”>Click for Second Page</a>

</body>

</html>

Types of Hyper References

The processes of specifying the URL as the value for href can be implemented in two
ways considered as reference.

1. Absolute Reference
Absolute links are those that include the entire pathname. In most cases, absolute links

are used when linking to pages or sites that are not part of the website. Absolute links must
include the protocol (such as http://) at the beginning of the link. For example, to link to
Yahoo! website, http://www.yahoo.com should be typed as the link reference.

<a href=”http://www.yahoo.com”>Visit Yahoo!</a>

2. Relative Links
Relative links are so called because the entire pathname is not included to which it is

been linked. Relative links are most commonly used to establish link from one page in the
same site to another. The following is an example of what a relative link might look like:

<a href=”contactme.html”>Contact Me</a>

This link looks for the contactme.html file in the same folder that contains the current
page. If the linking is made for a file in another folder below the current one, the value of href
might look like the following:
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<a href=”wendy/contactme.html”>Contact Me</a>

If the link to a file in a folder above the current folder, “../” is added for each directory up
the tree. For each folder higher to the current folder, a/ is used to indicate if there are two
folders about the current one. The codes looks as:

<a href=”../../contactme.html”>Contact Me</a>

1.10 Images

Image tag is used to place a static image on the web page. This tag has an opening tag but
it does not have the closing tag. The <IMG> tag is used to embed graphics in HTML pages.
They may be embedded inside other elements such as anchors. When embedded inside an
anchor, they work as image hyperlink. Their browser will load a file from the designated link.
The <IMG> element is an independent tag which does not have a corresponding closing element.

It has some attributes. They are:

 SRC attribute specifies the name and location (URL) of the image file. It can be
a relative or an absolute URL.

 alt attribute provides alternate text message to the image when the image is not displayed.

 Width attribute provides the width for the image.

 Height attribute provides the height for the image.

 Border attribute provides border around the image which is given in pixels.

 Align attribute provides alignment to the image. By default, it is left.

Example: Sample program on Image
<html>

<head>

<title>Set Image Alignment</title>

</head>

<body>

<p>Setting image Alignment</p>

<img src=”Sunset.jpg” alt=”Test Image” border=”3" align=”right”/>

</body>

</html>
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1.11 HTML Backgrounds

The background color of the entire HTML document is white by default. If the user
wants to change the background color, it can be done by using the color to the background or
placing the image as background.

Background Colors

We can set the background colors to any HTML in the document by using an attribute
bgcolor.

Syntax: <tagname bgcolor=” colorname”>

Example: <body bgcolor=”green”>

Example: Sample program
<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Background Colors</title>

</head>

<body bgcolor=”red”>

<font color=”yellow” size=7>IIMC</font>

</body>

</html>

Background with Images

We can set the background as image to any HTML element in the document by using an
attribute background.

Syntax: <tagname backgroud=” Name of the image along with the path”>

Example: Sample program
<html>

<head>
<title>HTML Background Images</title>

</head>
<body background=”Sunset.gif” width=”100%” height=”100">
</body>

</html>

Note: In the above program, the image is saved on the desktop.
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1.12 Hyperlink

Webpage contains the data of various tags which are used in HTML document. It can
also contain link tags from which you can directly connect to the other page or a specific part
of the webpage. These links are called as hyperlinks. Hyperlinks allow user to get connect
different webpages by clicking on words, phrases and images. To link the document, we have
to use Anchor tag with an attribute href. The HTML element used for Anchor tag is <a>. We
have to include some text between opening and closing tag so that Hyperlink can be created
and it can be linked to the other webpage when the text is clicked

Syntax: <a href=”Path or URL” ... attributes-list>Link Text</a>

Example: Sample program on Hyperlink
<html>

<head>

<title>Hyperlink Example</title>

</head>

<body>

<p>Hyperlink Example</p>

<a href=”http://www.google.com” “>Click here</a>

</body>

</html>

Note: From the above program, Google website will be open when you click the text.
If it is connected to the internet, otherwise it displays no connection.

Linking to a Page Section

You can link to a particular section of a webpage by using name attribute.

Syntax: <h1>HTML Text Links <a name=”top”></a></h1

You can link to a particular document by using href attribute.

Syntax: <a href=”C:\\documents\\programs\\first.html”>Go to the file</a>

Setting Link Colors

Setting the color for the hyperlink tag when the user is activating the link by using the
attribute alink and we set the color when the user has visited the link by using the attribute
vlink.
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Example: Sample program on Hyperlink
<html>

<head>

<title>Hyperlink Example</title>

</head>

<body alink=”red” link=”green” vlink=”blue”>

<p>Click following link</p>

<a href=”/html/index.htm” target=”_blank” >Hyperlink</a>

</body>

</html>

1.13 HTML LIST

List is used to present the information in a semantic and well-formed way. And they are
divided into three different types. Each one has a specific purpose and meaning. They are:

 Unordered list: In this type, the group of items are displayed in some order.

 Ordered list: In this type, the group of items are displayed in a specific order.

 Description list: In this type, the list of terms and their descriptions are displayed.

HTML Unordered Lists

In unordered list, the related items are displayed in some order or some sequence. The
list can be created by using <ul> tag and list of items with <li> tag. And each item in the list
is marked with a bullet.

Example: Sample Program
<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Unordered List</title>

</head>

<body>

<ul>

<li>B.Com. Computers</li>

<li>B.Com. General</li>

<li>B.Com. Application</li>
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</ul>

</body>

</html>

Attribute

We can use type attribute in <ul> tag to specify the type of bullet to be displayed. By
default, it is a disc. They are as follows:

<ul type=”square”>

<ul type=”disc”>

<ul type=”circle”>

Example: Sample program on Unordered list by using type attribute as square

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Unordered List</title>

</head>

<body>

<ul type=”square”>

<li>B.com computers</li>

<li>B.com general</li>

<li>B.com Application</li>

</ul>

</body>

</html>

Example: Sample program on Unordered by using type attribute as disc

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Unordered List</title>

</head>

<body>

<ul type=”disc”>

<li>B.com computers</li>
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<li>B.com general</li>

<li>B.com Application</li>

</ul>

</body>

</html>

HTML Ordered Lists

In ordered list, the group of items is displayed in numbered list. This list can be created
by using <ol> tag and list of items with <li> tag. Eeach item in the list is given some order and
its increment by one.

Example: Sample program by Order List

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Ordered List</title>

</head>

<body>

<ol>

<li>B.com computers</li>

<li>B.com general</li>

<li>B.com Application</li>

</ol>

</body>

</html>

Attribute

We can use type attribute in <ol> tag to specify the type of numbering to display. By
default, it is a number. They are as follows:

<ol type=”1”> – Displays in numerals (Default).

<ol type=”I”> – Displays in Roman letters.

<ol type=”i”> – Displays in bits.

<ol type=”a”> - Displays in lowercase letters.

<ol type=”A”> - Displays in uppercase letters.
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Example: Sample program by using type attribute as 1

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Ordered List</title>

</head>

<body>

<ol type=”1">

<li>B.com computers</li>

<li>B.com general</li>

<li>B.com Application</li>

</ol>

</body>

</html>

Start Attribute

Start attribute can be used in <ol> tag to mention from where it has to start according to
the type which is mentioned.

Example: Sample program by using start attribute

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Ordered List</title>

</head>

<body>

<ol type=”i” start=”4">

<li>B.com computers</li>

<li>B.com general</li>

<li>B.com Application</li>

</ol>

</body>

</html>
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HTML Definition Lists

HTML supports definition lists where terms are listed like in a dictionary. The definition
list is the ideal way to present a glossary, list of terms, or other name/value list.

Definition List makes use of the following three tags:

<dl> – Defines the start of the list

<dt> – A term

<dd> – Term definition

</dl> – Defines the end of the list

Example: Sample program

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Definition List</title>

</head>

<body>

<dl>

<dt><b>HTML</b></dt>

<dd>This stands for Hyper Text Markup Language</dd>

<dt><b>HTTP</b></dt>

<dd>This stands for Hyper Text Transfer Protocol</dd>

</dl>

</body>

</html>

1.14 HTML Tables

Table is the collection of rows and columns and the user can arrange the data in the form
of rows and columns. A table can have n number of rows and n number of columns. According
to the requirement of the user, a table is also the collection of cells. A cell is the intersection
part row and column cells.

To create a table, we should use <table> tag in which the tag <tr> is used to create table
rows. The tag <th> is used to create the heading for the columns in the table whereas the tag
<td> is used to store the data in the cells.
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Example: Sample program on Tables

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Tables</title>

</head>

<body>

<table border=”2">

<tr>

<th>Roll no/td>

<th>Name</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>101</td>

<td>Ganesh</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>102</td>

<td>SaiGanesh</td>

</tr>

</table>

</body>

</html>

Cell Padding and Cell Spacing Attributes

 In a table, we can use two more attributes. They are cell padding and cell spacing which
is used to adjust the white space in table cells. The Cell spacing provides the space between
the cells in the table whereas Cell padding provides the space between cell borders and the
content of the cell. Cell padding and Cell spacing should be used as attribute in <table> tag.

Example: Sample program on cell padding and cell spacing

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Table Cellpadding</title>
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</head>

<table border=”2" cellpadding=”5"cellspacing=”5">

<tr>

<th>Name</th>

<th>Salary</th>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Ramesh</td>

<td>5000</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>Rakesh</td>

<td>7000</td>

</tr>

</table>

</body>

</html>

Rowspan and Columnspan

Columnspan and Rowspan are used to merge the rows and columns. The colspan attribute
is used when we want to merge two or more columns into a single column. In the same way,
rowspan attribute is used to merge two or more rows into single row .This two attribute should
be used in the tag <th>.

Example: Sample program on Rowspan and Columnspan

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Table Colspan</title>

</head>

<body>

<table border=”2">

<table>

     <tr>
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<thcolspan=”3”>Marks</th>

</tr>

<tr>

          <td> 60 </td>

          <td>  70 </td>

<td>  75 </td>

     </tr>

     <tr> 

        <td> 65 </td>

           <td>  90 </td>

<td>  80 </td>

     </tr>

</table>

</body>

</html>

Example: Sample program on Rowspan

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Table Rowspan</title>

</head>

<body>

<table border=”2">

     <tr>

<th rowspan=”3”> Marks</th>

<td> 60 </td>

<td>  70 </td>

<td>  75 </td>

     </tr>

     <tr> 

<td> 65 </td>

<td> 90 </td>
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<td> 80 </td>

     </tr>

     <tr> 

       <td> 65 </td>

<td> 95 </td>

<td> 85 </td>

     </tr>

</table>

</body>

</html>

Tables Backgrounds

To set the background color for the <table> tag or for the <row> tag, we have to use
attribute bgcolor. To set the border color, we can use attribute border color to the <table> tag.

Example: Sample program

<html>

<head>

<title>HTML Tables</title>

</head>

<body>

<table border=”2" bgcolor=”green” bordercolor=”red”>
<tr>

<th>Roll no/td>

<th>Name</td>

</tr>

<tr>

<td>101</td>

<td>Ganesh</td>

</tr>

1 <tr>

<td>102</td>

<td>SaiGanesh</td>
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